Let us put it straight Business is about achieving goals on time, on budget and with high quality
When a company faces an ambitious goal it relies on its two most important assets:
people and infrastructure. The better the ability is at using these assets, the more
effective the company is in completing its goals. Is it sufficient to employ the best
people, use the best supplies and follow the best procedures to be effective?
In some cases, probably, yes; but in general there is one major factor which can either
boost or ruin business effectiveness. The name for this factor is CONTROL.
Companies need control because:
• It ensures the way to corporate goals runs smoothly and error-free.
• It helps manage priorities and run teams in the right direction even if the focus is suddenly lost.
• Executives and managers can identify and manage risks and obstacles that can prevent them
from ultimate goal completion.

How can effective control be achieved?
Evidently, managers are responsible for effective control of business goals to completion. They
get their salary for the results they bring their company, but personal proficiency is not enough
to ensure the appropriate level of control since:
• The amount of goals to manage is usually very high;
• The number of people involved is huge;
• Competence needed to address the goals is spread among various departments.
Thus managers and executives seek tools to facilitate their work and the work of their
subordinates to make the overall company’s activities highly visible and effective.
Surprisingly, one of the most common ways to manage goals and activities in companies today
is still paper/pen and e-mail. These tools require a lot of manual effort from managers and
executives and thus lead to obvious risks in terms of time and money needed to accomplish the
goal and usually lowers the overall quality of delivered results.

SharePoint impact
In searching for a breakthrough in terms of work co-ordination many companies today rely on a
proven Microsoft solution called SharePoint. They do so because they understand that a
powerful tool for collaboration, improvement and enterprise content management is a must for
a company to be effective. With recent advances in the 2013 version of SharePoint, it provides
companies with powerful task management and work co-ordination features.
Still when it comes to the effective control of goal completion, SharePoint has got certain limits:
• User interface for coordinating teams is significantly technical;
• Alerts and monitoring functions are far from being user-friendly, no clear dashboard exist;
• The sharing of best practices is almost impossible.

Actionspace enhances SharePoint to control business goals
to completion
We realized the market need for a solution which will help to run an effective business.
Considering the great impact already provided for companies by SharePoint we have created
Actionspace – the SharePoint add-on which helps control business goals to completion.
Here are the benefits Actionspace adds up:
• Actionspace is designed to guarantee the seamless control and visibility by providing executives
and managers with a clear activity dashboard and notifications, combined with powerful task
management features.
• To overcome any reluctance to a new tool and to avoid sticking to paper/pen or e-mails,
Actionspace brings easy-to-use task management UI, breakthrough personal productivity support
and advanced access to on-going activities. People find it very convenient to use.
• Finally Actionspace lets your teams instantly store and share best practices they need to attain
vital business goals.
• 100% integration with SharePoint infrastructure, which makes Actionspace launch an easy ride
for current SharePoint users and even improves everyday use of SharePoint across the company.
Along with providing an advanced level of control for executives and managers, Actionspace will
boost collaboration and productivity company-wide due to breakthrough user interface and
work co-ordination features.
The above benefits make Actionspace the tool of choice for those who want to manage and
control business goals to completion using a current SharePoint environment.
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